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Abstract 

Let ( )EVG ,=  be a non trivial finite graph with vertex set V and edge set E. A subset S of 

V in a graph G is said to be an edge-dominating set if every edges in G is incident with a vertex 

in S. A edge dominating set S such that S  has an isolated vertex or SV −  is a single vertex 

is called edge isolated dominating set [3]. The minimum cardinality number of a edge isolated 

dominating set is called the edge isolated dominating number of a Graph. Jahangir graphs msJ ,  

for ,2,2  ms  is a graph on 1+sm  vertices consisting of a cycle smC  with one additional 

vertex which is adjacent to m vertices of smC  at distance s to each other on .smC  The definition 

of Jahangir graph mJ ,2  was introduced by Surahmat and Tomescu in [1]. In this paper we 

obtained the edge isolated dominating number of a Jahangir graphs msJ ,  with different 

combinations on their adjacency and distances and some results based on it. 

1. Introduction 

Jahangir graphs msJ ,  for ,2,2  ms  is a graph on 1+sm  vertices 

consisting of a cycle smC  with one additional vertex which is adjacent to m 

vertices of smC  at distance s to each other on .smC  Figure below shows 
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Jahangir graph 8,2J  [2]. This graph 8,2J  appears on the Jahangir’s tomb in 

his mausoleum. It lies in 5 kilometer north-west of Lahore, Pakistan across 

the River Ravi. His tomb was built around 1637 A. D. by his Queen Noor 

Jehan and his son Shah-Jehan, the emperor who constructed one of the 

wonders of the world Taj Mahal in India. It has a majestic structure made of 

red sand-stone and marble. The definition of Jahangir graph mJ ,2  was 

introduced by Surahmat and Tomescu in 2006 [1]. 

Definition 1.1. An edge dominating set VS   is called an edge isolated 

dominating set if S has an isolated vertex or SV −  is a single vertex [4]. 

The minimum cardinality of an edge isolated dominating set is called edge 

isolated domination number of G, and is denoted by ( )Gei  [5]. 

Definition 1.2. Jahangir graphs msJ ,  for ,2,2  ms  is a graph on 

1+sm  vertices consisting of a cycle smC  with one additional vertex which is 

adjacent to m vertices of smC  at distance s to each other on .smC  The 

definition of Jahangir graph mJ ,2  was introduced by Surahmat and Tomescu 

in [1]. 

Example 1.3. The following figure shows Jahangir graphs .8,2J  

 

.8,2J  

Theorem 1.4. Let G be a Jahangir graph .,msJ  Then ( ) ,
2 








=

V
Gei  if 

s is even and .2m  
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Proof. Let G be a Jahangir graph msJ ,  with 1+sm  vertices and 

msm +  edges. Let smC  be the cycle with sm  vertices and 1w  be the middle 

vertex of .,msJ  Let   ( ),,,,,,,,, 11321 GVwvvvvvv smsmsisss −  where 

1w  is adjacent to m vertices on the cycle smC  with distance s. Since s is even 

sm is even and hence smC  is an even cycle with .1 sms vv =  ( ) 2=sivd  for 

mi ,,3,2,1 =  and since 1w  is adjacent to m vertices on the cycle smC  

there exist exactly m vertices of degree 3. 

Choose ( ),1 Gv ris   such that ( ) .31 =svd  Where 1sv  is adjacent to 

.,, 111121 −smssss vvwvvv  

To cover the remaining edges which are not incident with ,1sv  

Omitting the next vertex 2sv  such that ( ) 22 =svd  since .2s  

Without loss of generality, choose ( ),3 Gv eis   such that ( ) 33 ,3 ss vvd =  

is at the even distance from .1sv  

3sv  is adjacent to ,,, 431323 sssss vvwvvv  based on the distance s on the 

cycle .smC  

To cover the remaining edges which are not incident with .3sv  

Omitting the next vertex ,siv  where ( ) ,2=sivd  since siv  is in the odd 

distance from .1sv  siv  is adjacent to ., 11 +− sisisisi vvvv  

Choose ( ),1 Gv eisi +  and ( ) ,31 =+sivd  since 1+siv  is at the even 

distance from 11 +sis vv  is adjacent to ,,, 21111 ++++ sisisisisi vvwvvv  based on 

the distance s on the cycle .smC  

Proceeding in the same way, choose ( ),4 Gv eism −  since 4−smv  is at the 

even distance from 41 −sms vv  is adjacent to ,, 1454 wvvv smsmsm −−−  

,34 −− smsm vv  based on the distance s on the cycle .smC  Similarly, choose 

( ),2 Gv eism −  since 2−smv  is at the even distance from 21 −sms vv  is adjacent 

to ,,, 121232 −−−−− smsmsmsmsm vvwvvv  based on the distance s on the cycle 

.smC  By the above selection procedure. If 1sv  is selected in ( )Gei  set, then 
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2453 ,,,, −− smsmss vvvv   has to be selected in ( )Gei  set. Hence 

 24531 ,,,,, −− smsmsss vvvvv   is a set in which all sjv ’s are at even distance 

from 1sv  and since 1w  is adjacent to m vertices at even distance , thus 1w  is 

adjacent to either of the vertices in this set. 

 24531 ,,,,, −− smsmsss vvvvv   is an ei-set which covers all the 

msm +  edges of G. 

Let  24531 ,,,,, −−= smsmsss vvvvvI   is a ei-set, and 

 124531 ,,,,,, wvvvvvI smsmsss −−=   is also a ei set. But II    and 

there exist no ,2,4,,5,3,1, −−= smsmkvsk   such that 

 2411531 ,,,,,,,, −−+− smsmsksksss vvvvvvv   is an ei-set. 

∴ I is a minimum ei  set and .
2

sm
I =  

Hence, 

( ) ( )smeimsei CJ = ,  

( ) .
2

, 







=

v
J msei  

Theorem 1.5. Let G be a Jahangir graph .,msJ  Then ( ) ,
2

, 







=

v
J msei  

if s is odd and m is even. 

Proof. Let G be a Jahangir graph msJ ,  with 1+sm  vertices and 

msm +  edges. Let smC  be the cycle with sm vertices and 1w  be the middle 

vertex of .,msJ  Let   ( ),,,,,,,,, 11321 GVwvvvvvv smsmsisss −  where 

1w  is adjacent to m vertices on the cycle smC  with distance s. Since s is odd 

and m is even sm is even and hence smC  is an even cycle with 

( ) 2,1 == sisms vdvv  for mi ,,3,2,1 =  and since 1w  is adjacent to m 

vertices on the cycle, smC  there exist exactly m vertices of degree 3. 

Choose ( ),1 Gv eis   such that ( ) 11 .3 ss vvd =  is adjacent to ,, 1121 wvvv sss  

.11 −sms vv  

To cover the remaining edges which are not incident with ,1sv  omitting 

the next vertex 2sv  such that ( ) 22 =svd  since .2s  
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Without loss of generality, choose ( ),3 Gv eis   such that ( ) ,23 =svd  

since 3sv  is at the even distance from 31 , ss vv  is adjacent to ., 4323 ssss vvvv  To 

cover the remaining edges which are not incident with .3sv  Omitting the next 

vertex ,siv  where siv  is in the odd distance from 1sv  and 1w  is adjacent to 

,siv  based on the distance s on .smC  siv  is adjacent to ,, 11 wvvv sisisi −  

.1+sisi vv  

Choose ( ),1 Gv eisi +  and ( ) ,21 =+sivd  since 1+siv  is at the even 

distance from 11 +sis vv  is adjacent to ., 211 +++ sisisisi vvvv  By choosing the 

vertices 3sv  and ,1+siv  the edges 1−sisivv  and 1+sisivv  of siv  are covered for 

( ),Gei  but the edge 1wvsi  of siv  is not covered. Proceeding in the same way, 

choose ( ),4 Gv eism −  such that ( ) ,24 =−smvd  since 4−smv  is at the even 

distance from 41 , −sms vv  is adjacent to ., 3454 −−−− smsmsmsm vvvv  

Similarly, choose ( ),2 Gv eism −  such that ( ) ,22 =−smvd  since 2−smv  is 

at the even distance from .1sv  2−smv  is adjacent to ., 1232 −−−− smsmsmsm vvvv  

By the above selection procedure. If 1sv  is selected in ( )Gei  set, then 

2453 ,,,, −− smsmss vvvv   has to be selected in ( )Gei  set. In this selection 

process, exactly 
2

m
 edges of 1w  is not covered by any of the vertices in the set 

 ,,,,,, 24531 −− smsmsss vvvvv   hence to cover the 
2

m
 edges of .1w  Choose 

( ),1 Gw ei  such that ( ) 11 , wmwd =  is adjacent to =jvwvw sjs ,,, 111   odd 

distance from .1sv  

 124531 ,,,,,, wvvvvv smsmsss −−   is a ei-set with 1
2

+
sm

 vertices.  

Let  124531 ,,,,,, wvvvvvI smsmsss −−=   is a ei-set, and 

 112321 ,,,,,, wvvvvvI smsmsss −−=   is also a ei-set. 

But II   and there exist no ,2,4,,5,3,1, −−= smsmkvsk   

such that   12411531 ,,,,,,,,, wvvvvvvv smsmsksksss −−+−   is an ei-set. 
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∴ I is a minimum ei  set and .1
2

+=
sm

I  

Therefore ( ) ( ) 1, += smeimsei CJ  

( ) .
2

, 







=

v
J msei  

Theorem 1.6. Let G be a Jahangir graph .,msJ  Then ( ) ,1
2

+=
v

Gei  if 

both s and m are odd. 

Proof. Let G be a Jahangir graph msJ ,  with 1+sm  vertices and 

msm +  edges. Let smC  be the cycle with sm vertices and 1w  be the middle 

vertex of .,msJ  

Let   ( ),,,,,,,,, 11321 GVwvvvvvv smsmsisss −  where 1w  is 

adjacent to m vertices on the cycle smC  with distance s. Since s is odd and m 

is odd sm is odd and hence smC  is an odd cycle with ( ) 2,1 == sisms vdvv  for 

mi ,,3,2,1 =  and since 1w  is adjacent to m vertices on the cycle smC  

there exist exactly m vertices of degree 3. 

Choose ( ),1 Gv eis   such that ( ) .31 =svd  1sv  is adjacent to 

.,, 111121 −smssss vvwvvv  To cover the remaining edges which are not incident 

with .1sv  Omitting the next vertex 2sv  such that ( ) 22 =svd  since .2s  

Without loss of generality, choose ( ),3 Gv eis   such that ( ) 23 =svd  since 

3sv  is at the even distance from 31 , ss vv  is adjacent to ., 4323 ssss vvvv  

To cover the remaining edges which are not incident with ,3sv  Omitting 

the next vertex ,siv  where siv  is in the odd distance from 1sv  and 1w  is 

adjacent to siv  based on the distance s on .smC  siv  is adjacent to 

.,, 111 +− sisisisisi vvwvvv  Choose ( ),1 Gv eisi +  and ( ) ,21 =+sivd  since 1+siv  is 

at the even distance from 11 , +sis vv  is adjacent to ., 211 +++ sisisisi vvvv  

By choosing the vertices 3sv  and ,1+siv  the edges 1−sisivv  and 1+sisivv  of 

siv  are covered for ( ),Gei  but the edge 1wvsi  of siv  is not covered. 
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Proceeding in the same way, choose ( ),3 Gv eism −  such that 

( ) ,33 =−smvd  since 3−smv  is at the even distance from 31 −sms vv  is adjacent 

to 431323 ,, −−−−− smsmsmsmsm vvwvvv  based on the distance s on .smC  

Similarly, choose ( ),1 Gv eism −  such that ( ) ,21 =−smvd  since 1−smv  is 

at the even distance from 11, −sms vv  is adjacent to ., 121 smsmsmsm vvvv −−−   

By the above selection procedure, if 1sv  is selected in ( )Gei  set, then 

1353 ,,,, −− smsmss vvvv   has to be selected in ( )Gei  set. In this selection 

process, exactly 
2

1−m
 edges of 1w  is not covered by any of the vertices in the 

set  ,,,,,, 13531 −− smsmsss vvvvv   hence to cover the 
2

1−m
 edges of ,1w  

Choose ( ),1 Gw ei  such that ( ) 11 , wmwd =  is adjacent to 

=jvwvw sjs ,,, 111   odd distance from .1sv   

 113531 ,,,,,, wvvvvv smsmsss −−   is an ei-set with 
( )

1
2

1
+

+sm
 

vertices. 

Let  113531 ,,,,,, wvvvvvI smsmsss −−=   is a ei-set, and 

 112321 ,,,,,, wvvvvvI smsmsss −−=   is also a ei-set. 

But II   and there exist no ,1,3,,5,3,1, −−= smsmkvsk   

such that  11311531 ,,,,,,,,, wvvvvvvv smsmsksksss −−+−   is an ei-set.  

∴ I is a minimum ei  set and .1
2

1
+

+
=

sm
I  

Hence ( ) ( ) 1, += smeimsei CJ  

( ) .1
2

, +=
v

J msei  

Theorem 1.7. Let G be a Jahangir graph ,2,2,,  msJ ms  then 

( )( ) .1+= smGSei  

Proof. Let G be a Jahangir graph ,,msJ  with 1+sm  vertices and 

msm +  edges. 
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Let ( )GS  be the subdivision graph of G.  

( ( )) ( ) 12 += smeismei CJS  

( )( ) .1+= smGSei  
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